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ABSTRACT
A model for transport depletion calculations baaed on an energy-dependent
spatial representation of the fluxes has been developed. In the case
of thermal absorbers, this model allows for regions in the fast range
to be less discretized than in the thermal range. When depletion calcula-
tions are dont to obtain tht variation of tht isotopic concentration
vs. the burnup, the media where several spatial flux representations
are used become heterogeneous. In the fast range, prehomogenization
of the physical properties is done prior to each transport step. Even
when taking into account this prehomogenization step, the computational
cost of transport depleted calculations has been cut down significantly,
while preserving the overall accuracy. Numerical results are given for
a slab core and for a PWR poisoned assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Solving the neutron transport equation with fine energy discretizations
is now part of the routine calculations involved in reactor analysis.
In order to estimate local perturbations on reaction rates, code users
want to obtain accurate flux distributions even in systems of compli-
cated large-scale geometries. Deterministic transport calculations are
usually solved using an iterative multigroup scheme, where fluxes are
evaluated sequentially in each group of the energy range. Collision
probability (CP) methods provide accurate solutions for the integral
form of the transport equation but they also require adequate and expen-
sive multidimensional quadradures in order to determine zone-to-zone
probabilities. In assembly spectrum codes that have a CP option1-3, a flat-
flux approximation is most often used and the geometric domain is spli-
tted into zones where the flux gradient is not too tvight. Typical trans-
port codes do not take into account the fact that fluxes might change
rapidly in the thermal range, while staying relatively flat in the fast
range. In these codes, there is a unique geometric mesh, and therefore
zones are the saaa for all groups in the energy range.



Since the CP evaluations represent one of the most time consuming parts
of the transport calculation, a problem with this approach is that the
overall cost will dramatically increase with the number of zones. For
depletion calculations, the isotopic concentrations vary with time.
Therefore the determination of fluxes in this context leads to very
expensive computations. To reduce the cost of the calculations, we su-
ggest here a technique based on an energy-dependent spatial flux approxi-
mation1*. This technique allows for different energy-dependent geometric
meshes that can be adjusted to the expected space-and-energy behaviour
of the assembly.

This model permits the coupling of a fine geometric mesh in the thermal
range to a coarser mesh in the fast range and results in economies speci-
ally for calculations involving highly thermal absorbers. In the case
of burnable poison, successive transport calculations are used to deduce
the variation of poison concentrations vs. the assembly burnup. The
concentrations will therefore change from one thermal zone to another
as the poison burns, and consequently a zone at fast energy level might
encompass several thermal zones containing different media. We have
found that, in the fast range, a prehomogenization of the physical media
can be done prior to the CP evaluations. Even when taking into account
this prehomogenization step, the computational cost of depletion calcula-
tions has been ' cut down significantly, while preserving the overall
accuracy.

Section II will be devoted to the presentation of the space/energy dis-
cretization, by introducing the energy-space flux representation func-
tions. In section III, we will discuss the prehomogenization of depleted
zones in the fast range. Numerical results are reported for an experimen-
tal slab reactor and for a poisoned PWR-assembly of cells ; comparative
results for these tests showing computer savings are presented in section
IV. Finally, we draw some conclusions and remarks for future work in
section V.

II. ENERGY-SPACE FLUX REPRESENTATIONS

Consider the space/energy domain X = D x U , where D and U are respecti-
vely the geometrical domain to be analyzed and the energy range for
neutrons. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that scattering
and sources are isotropic. The flux at (?,E) in X is given by the inte-
gral form of the transport equation

*(r,E) = Kq = JJ dr'dE'k(r' + r,E)q(r\E' + E) . (Ia)

Here k is the customary kernel for uncollided neutrons which depends on the
geometrical symmetries and can be specialized for rectangular coordinates
to 5 > 6
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where the functions E. and Ki, are respectively the first order exponen-
tial-integral and BicRley-Naylbr functions. The quantity x (r* , r*",E) repre-
sents the optical distance from r' to r for neutrons of energy E. The
density of emission q in the phase space X is given by

q(r\E' -• E) Zd(r\E' E) *(r\E') + 6(E1 - E)S(r',E'), (Ib)

where the first term is the tgtal number of secondaries (including fission
and scattering reactions) at r' in D an,d the second term represents fixed
sources at energy E.

Instead of applying the classical multigroup approximation in which the
separation of energy from space is directly done, we will make a partition
of the energetic domain U into subsets \fi and will use a possibly diffe-
rent geometric approximation in every U^. The energy range U^ is called
a level and is generally made of several energy groups. The geometric
approximation remains valid for all energy groups in that level - one
could have for example : a fast, an epithermal and a thermal level. The
flux in X- is then approximated by

*(r,E) (r)68(E), (2)

where the ip9 are the spatial representation functions for the flux and
where 08 is the characteristic function of an energy group contained
in the level \fi.

From now on, we will omit the group index dependency in G(g) and write
in a more compact notation all quantities refering to the level number
G. Without loss of generality, we will suppose that the above functions
are normalized according to the relations
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here V^ is simply the volume of the support of 1P^.

This model allows for an energy-dependent spatial representation for
the flux : users may adapt their geometric mesh spacing to the degree
of accuracy needed in each energy level. To obtain accurate flux distribu-
tions , the geometry is usualy divided into zones in which the flux gra-
dient is a priori small ; as a rule of thumb, zones are defined with
an optical size of the order of the mean free path. In thermal absorbant
materials, for which the number of spatial unknowns is necessarily large
in the thermal range, an optimal partition of the domain may end up with
fewer zones in the fast range where the flux is almost flat. Note that
the classical multigroup scheme corresponds to the case where the.func-
tions <p9 do not depend on G, i.e. in our notation we would say that there
is OnIy1OnC level.

The transport equation in X is then discretized by inserting the expansion
(2) in equation (Ia) and by projecting into the representation functions
to give the following Galerkin system of equations

VG •? - (0? e8, Kq)

f
where 8 ^1

Here Ir. ̂  is the averaged kernel for group g, and a similar expansion to
(2) has been used for the fixed source term. To avoid the computation
of level-to-level collision matrices, we further simplify 'Eq. (3) by
expanding the spatial representation functions of any level G' in terms
of those of the level G :

where the coupling coefficients depend on the intersections between zones
of different levels and are given by

upling efficients dep
of different levels and are given by

j

Expansion (4) allows to rewrite equation (3) in order to give



(5)

where ,the coefficients are standard first-flight collision probabili-
ties^» between zone i and zone j in the energy group g defined as

f & f
-M) ^ D

kf .Cr' -> r ) < ^ (•?•) . (6)

Therefore, we only need to compute within-group collision probabilities.
Morever, wherever the expansion (4) is exact, the sources in (5) are
also exact. In practical applications, only within-group collision proba-
bilities are stored and the multilevel coupling coefficients A*?JQ are
used to recover the scattering source terras after an externat iteration.
Note that the classical multigroup scheme corresponds to the case where
the coefficients AÇ|Q « <5̂ ij and are thus independent of the energy.

III. HOMOGENEIZATION OF DEPLETED REGIONS

The numerical solution of the transport equation will usually be obtained
by using only a few - 2 or 3 - different spatial mesh definition ; each
spatial approximation remains valid for all energy groups of the level.
Usually, a zone at a certain (fast) energy level will be subdivided into
smaller zones at another level. This nested multilevel approximation *''
that we presented in the above section for CP codes can be used in
fact in any transport code by incorporating straightforward modifications
in the computation of the external sources.

The case of burnable poison is complicated by the fact that successive
transport calculations are used to deduce the variation of isotopic con-
concentrations vs. the assembly burnup. In this particular case, the
isotopic concentrations will change from one thermal zone to another
as the poison burns, and consequently a zone at fast energy level will
encompasses several thermal zones containing different media. In the
fast energy groups, we therefoie prehomogenize the cross sections prior
to transport iteration.

In the fast levels, zones containing a composite media are volume avera-
ged. In the case of a flat-flux multilevel approximation the homogeni-
zation is given by the coupling coefficients from the lower-energy level
G and the fast levelo

f 8 _ > .G_G' *. a' (7)



The prehomogenization step is necessary in order to generate the total
cross sections to be used in the fast groups before the evaluations of
within-group probabilities. However, the group-to-group matrix elements

a' g
E, . i are always computed using the exact, unhomogenized values :

scattering matrices are evaluated using media properties at the arrival

level, E^ "*?-, whereas fission matrices are taking from the departure
d,.l

level.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The method described above has been implemented in APOLLO 2 (see refe-
rence 7 for details on the code structure). As a standard feature in
APOLLO 2, users may subdivide any zone of a given arbitrary level in
order to define zones in the next, lower-energy level. Here we will consi-
der two numerical tests using energy-dependent approximations in order
to compare our results to the usual multigroup calculations. All the
calculations have been done in a CRAY XMP-28 computer at SACLAY.

First we present results for an AZUR experimental reactor composed of
sheated UO, slabs surrounded by light water. Some slabs also contain
boron as a burnable absorber and they are put in the core to achieve
higher burnups without refueling. In the calculations we used a two-level,
named F and T, spatial meshes with 12 zones at level F and 22 zones at
level T. The flux calculations were performed with the standard 99-groups
APOLLIB isotopic library. A multigroup reference calculation was done
using only the 22 T zones, while the two-level calculation was performed
using the 12 F zones for the 52 fast groups, and the 22 T zones for the
remainding 47 thermal groups.

The geometry and the meshes used for the calculation are shown i n Fig. 1
We applied reflective boundary conditions on both sides. The region of
poison at level T was decomposed into fives zones of widths 0.030, 0.025,
0.020, 0.015 and 0.010 com respectively, while each water region was
subdivided into three equivolumetric zones. In fact, we found after a
series of tests that this kind of decomposition in the thermal range
was necessary in order to obtain adequate results with the standard (one
level) multigroup approximation. A burnup calculation ranging from 0
'.o 30 000 MWd/t was coupled to the transport calculations which were
done using the isotopic concentrations obtained every 5000 MWd/t.

The variation of the concentrations of Boron versus burnup (see Fig.
2) show the selfshielding effect in the poison region. As burnup increases
and the outer layers of Boron get burned, the selfshielding effect dimi-
nishes. The spatial effects of selfshielding and its change with burnup
is best illustrated by the Boron thermal absorption rates shown in Fig.3.
In this figure we observe that because of selfshielding the absorption
rates in the inner regions of poison increase at the beginning, raise
to a maximum and, as the outer layers burn and selfshielding decreases,
start to diminish, toward the end of the cycle.



In order to compare the two-level results to the reference ones, we have
computed for every poison thermal zone and for the overall burnup process
the percentage relative error in reaction rates defined as :

= 100 x
rref

Results given in Table 1 show that the multilevel formulation leads to
reaction rates accurate within 0.2 Z of those from the reference calcula-
tion. The homogenization performed for the CP calculation in the fast
energy range results in an increase of selfshielding in the poison and,
consecuently, the two-level calculation slightly underestimates absorption
rates. The effect is that the final Boron concentrations values are sligh-
tly over the reference concentration but within a 0.3 %. The absorption
rates in the fast range (not shown here) are smaller by at least a factor
of 10 than the respective thermal reaction rates and do not show self-
shielding. The multilevel results in this range are accurate within a
4 Z.

Table 1. Reference thermal absorption rates in thermal poison zones and
percent errors for the two-level calculation.

Burnup
MWd/t

0

5000

10 000

15 000

20 000

25 000

30 000

Zone 1

.1033
-.11 %

.1068
-.14 %

.1090
-.15 %

.1113
-.17 %

.1132
-.17 %

.1145
-.17 %

.1147
-.17 %

Zone 2

.1066
-.10 Z

.1092
-.13 %

.1109
-.14 %

.1126
-.16 %

.1140
-.17 %

•1147
-.17 %

.1143
-.15 %

Zone 3

.1122
-.11%

.1132
-.12 %

.1140
-.14 %

.1148
-.15 %

.1152
-.15 %

.1149
-.14 %

.1135
-.13 %

Zone 4

.1195
-.10 Z

.1182
-.13 %

.1178
-.13 %

.1173
-.13 %

.1165
-.14 %

.1150
-.13 %

.1123
-.11 Z

Zone 5

.1278
-.10 %

.1236
-.12 Z

.1218
-.12 Z

.1199
-.11 %

.1177
-.10 %

.1148
-.10 %

.1108
-.07 Z

The average thermal absorption rate in the poisoned region versus burn-
up is show in Fig. 4 for the two-level calculation, the reference calcula-
tion and a multigroup calculation done using the coarse F.mesh for all
groups. This figure shows the importance of the use of the fine T mesh
in the thermal energy range where absorption really matters. It can
be also seen that a coarser approximation using a single zone in the



poison region fails to account for selfshielding and enormously overesti-
mates the absorption rates.

As expected, significant differences in computing time were found in
CP computations. Eleven CP calculations were used in each burnup calcula-
tion, reguirinR a total time of 5,4 s for the two-level calculation,
down from the 9,8 s used by the standard multigroup calculation. Howewer,
the savings in the overall computational time were only of 4 %. The reason
is that slab-geometry CP's do not require numerical quadratures and most
of the time is expensed in the iterative calculations of the multigroup
flux.

We expect that the method here proposed would be especially useful in
multidimensional calculations involving expensive CP evaluations.To prove
this point we have considered a typical 17 x 17 PWR poisoned assembly
of 1.26 cm mesh pitch comprising 1 central water hole, 24 radially disposed
cadmium poisoned cells and 56 beginning-of-life UO2 fuel cells. The modera-
tor was also poisoned with boric acid. The geometry is shown in Fig. 5.

In order to check the accuracy of our multilevel method we defined again
a coarse and a fine calculational meshes. With the coarse mesh F each
cell was decomposed into two flat-flux zones : a central zone composed
of volume-homogenized pin and sheath materials, and a peripherical "hollow-
square" moderator zone. For the fine mesh T the peripherical zone was
subdivided into 8 equivolumetric zones. This last mesh was found to ensure
a good precision O 10 "̂  in the k») when used in a normal multigroup
calculation.

Using our 99-group library with a two-level spatial mesh we calculated
the critical buckling and the associated k» for two perfectly reflected
submotifs, a 9 x 9 and a 13 x 13, of the assembly in Fig. 5. We used the
coarse F mesh in the first level that comprised all the 52 fast groups,
and the fine T mesh in the remainding 47 thermal groups. For comparison
purposes both calculations were also done with the usual multigroup scheme
using the fine calculational mesh. The results in Table 2 confirm our
expectations by showing that the two-leyel calculations gives a good accu-
racy while reducing the overall computational time by 30 %. Also the absorp-
tion rate in the poisoned cells (not shown in the table) was computed
within a 2.5 % of the corresponding reference values. We note finally
that for multidimensional calculations the CP evaluation absorbs practi-
cally all the time and that therefore a method, such as the one here propo-
sed, that cuts significantly down the CP calculation, can be very valuable
in routine dessign calculations.



Table 2. Comparison betwenn the two-level (2L) and the multigroup (M)
calculation for two reflected motifs of the PWR poisoned assembly.

Motif 9 x 9

model

2L

M

2L

M

kco

.88089

.88047

.76430

.76401

Critical
buckling

-.002028

-.002022

-.003923

-.003895

P*

.81683

.81639

Motif 13 x

.90171

.90132

tcp
(sec)

91

121

13

200

273

tcp / t+
(%)

89

91

97

99.5

Number
of zones

29/103

103

55/202

202

* Slowing-down density » neutrons getting £hermal/neutrons born fast
+ CP time/overall time

V. CONCLUSIONS
A new model for transport depletion calculations has been proposed. This
model involves an energy-dependent spatial mesh definition, and is useful
namely in the case of burnable absorbers. When used in burnup calculations,
thermal zones -initially identical - behave differently. A simple volume-
averaged prehomogenization in the fast zones allows to preserve reaction
rates, and produce adequate results. Numerical tests have shown that we
can achieve a significant reduction in the cost of overall transport calcu-
lations while preserving the precision of the results.

The multilevel model can be implemented in most transport codes and is
already available in the code APOLLO II7 written at Saclay. Users will
find in this code an easy way to define freely levels, and zones at each
level. A mean-free-path evaluation module is also available to help defi-
ning zones in function of the materials used. THey may use whatever level
they wish in their transport calculations or use all levels at the same
time. For all problems in which the running time is crucial, this energy-
dependent approximation will provide a consistent way of obtaining accurate
results especially in standard design calculations. It would also be inte-
resting to know what kind of precisions and savings can occur in a three-
dimensional transport problem, but that will be the subject of another
paper.
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Figure 1. Zones in the slab test.
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Figure 2. Variation of the boron concentrations versus burnup
in the thermal zones as obtained from the multigroup
calculation (1 : inner zone, 3 : middle zone,
5, outer zone).
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Figure 3. Variation of the thermal absorption rate in boron
versus burnup for the five thermal zones as obtained
from the multigroup calculation (1 : inner zone, ...
5 : outer zone).
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versus burnup.
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Figure 5. PWR 17 x 17 assembly with poisoned cells.
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